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RE-2 Rocks the Illawarra
The recent introduction of the

Electro-Voice RE 2 system has
seen unprecedented demand for this
high spec’d wireless at an affordable
price. One of the firsts to jump on
board was Wollongong production
company Illawarra Productions
Services with the purchase of twenty
four beltpack systems and eight hand
held systems.

T

he RE-2 has come in with an
unprecedented performance package
never before seen at this price point.
The use of a tone code system
allows for a silent single switch
operation and also allows for a battery
level indicator on the receiver. In
addition the system comes complete
with pre-programmed groups allowing
for the easy use of ten systems
together at one time. The receivers
also include the latest version of
Clearscan EV’s clear frequency
scanning system that allows for the
prioritization of clear groups/channels
or individual frequencies. The RE-2
comes with 1112 frequency options
on board with a belt pack and three
hands held transmitter options. The
receiver allows for either line level or
mic level out on a balanced XLR with
removable antennas making it
compatible with antenna and power
distribution systems. The transmitter
comes with the ability to load the
battery either way (not polarity
determined) and allows for the switch
to be locked out. The transmitter can
also be interrogated for frequency and
battery level.
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Illawarra Productions Services boss Tim
Vandenberg next to a pile of RE 2’s

The Illawarra Productions Services
collections were seeing immediate
service with end of year school
productions. Production manager Michael
Schafe commented “the right features,
the right performance, the right price at
the right time, the RE-2 was the obvious
solution to the requirement”
For more information on the RE-2
Wireless System, check out the EVI
Audio (Aust) Pty Ltd website or phone
(02) 9648 3455.
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Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc., a
leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®, Telex®,
RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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